Year 7 - History of Computers
1.

Stonehenge

2.

Charles BABBAGE

Presentation and folder structure
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3.

Presentation and folder structure

4500 to 200 BC people stopped being
hunter gatherers and began settling
in villages to farm land. Stonehenge
theory was that it was a device that
was used to calculate when to farm
the land.
At certain times of the year the sun
would cast shadows in particular
places , so that they would know when
to plant crops.
It was built so long ago that no-one
really know if it was the first
computer..

Alan Turing
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Alan Turing(1912-1954) invented the
world's first electronic computer
called Colossus
He used it to crack German codes
during World War 2 and saved
countless lives
German codes were encrypted by the
Enigma machine and the Lorenz SZ42
Colossus decrypted or cracked theses
codes and shortened the war by 4
years and saved thousands of lives

Brief history of Computers
using a Prezzi presentation
Other important historical
figures
Ada Lovelace
Tim Berner- Lee
Jonathan Ive

Steve jobs
Collaborative presentations and file saving

Collaborative presentations and file saving

●

Charles Babbage(1791-1871) designed
the first automatic computer
It was steam powered calculating device
called the difference engine
He didn’t build it due to lack of money
Existing ship navigation using hand
written and calculated tables was
producing accidents and errors in
shipping navigation - the difference engine
would solve this by doing accurate
calculations

Interactive links Sources of
Information

●
●

●

Steve Jobs(1955-2011) was the founder of
apple computers in 1976
In 1984 apple were the first computer to
use windows, menus and a mouse to
control a computer. Before this written
instructions had to be used which
involved hundreds of commands that had
to be remembered.
Microsoft borrowed the idea and now
everyone is using it..

You will be able to use the 100
guides:Present with -:
●
Slides
●
Transitions
●
Special effects
●
Pictures
●
Videos
●
Shared presentation
A folder structure on GDrive to save your
files in use 100 percent guides

Sharing
your work
Click on
the file
menu
button

Undo to
undo your
mistakes Redo goes
forward

Present to
run your
powerpoint

Text boxes
Pictures

Video

Click on
share
sub-menu

Lines
Shapes

Type in
email
addresses

Add
animation
to anything

Then click
on done

Zoom in
and out

tex

Simple
slide colour
/Complex
designs
backgroun
d
Change
what
happens
between
slides

You can make
and name your
new folders
here to put your
files in
This is a list of all the files that you are collobaritvelty working on togetheror /sharing with other
students/teachers

You can upload
files from home

You can upload
files from home
These are the most recent files you have opened.

Google docs =
Microsoft word
This is a list of all files that you have clicked on the star button - they are important files to you.

Google sheets
=
Microsoft Excel

Google slides =
Microsoft
Powerpoint
These are files that you have deleted.

Fertile question
Do you know the differene between cloud computing and desktop computing?
Do you know the difference between apps and desktop software?
Would it be better to work collaboratively in a group or on your own in a project?
Can you name any historical avents or figures in computing history? Which is most important?
Aims of the unit
Why Students need to know the basics of how to use cloud storage, present information as an individual and also how to work online in
collaboration with other students
What The students development of online collaborative work tools and storage..
How- Video, prezzi guides and teacher/student demonstration and summative test at end as well as exit tickets to monitor learning and
evluate progress. The learning context is the History of Computers.

Key Knowledge Logging in/out procesures, Use of google drive - understanding trhe difference between cloud and desktop storage. Use of
google apps including slides. Understanding the difference between desktop applications and cloud apps
Google drive - see One hundred percent sheet
Google Slides - See One hundred percent sheet
Historical figueres - see one hundred percent sheet
Skills - Cloud storage, web app usage and collobarotive learning/research.
Mid assessmernt - end of lesson exit tickets
Final assessment - Test and single/Group presentation work

Lesson 1

Lesson 1

3

How do you feel about using the cloud/computing history?
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

★

★

1

Keywords

Cloud desktop username password folder
File 100 percent sheet apps

Task 1: Logging in to school network

★

2

★
★

All pupils can understand how to set up all
paswords/usernames(classroom and school network passwords and
where to save them.(level 1)
Understand the difference between cloud computing and desktop
computing(level 1)
Most pupils can use the hundred percent sheets for reference (Level 2)
Some pupils will be able to investigate the various apps and spot the
subtle differences with microsoft products(Level 3-5)

Task 2: Logging in to google drive and google classroom

Username
Password

Username
Password

Phone - picture
Planner
E-mail yourself

Phone - picture
Planner
E-mail yourself

Task 3 what is the difference between
cloud computing and desktop
computing?

Task 4 How many different historical characters did you
findofonvideo
the 100 percent sheet - who is most important?
Timeline

Task 5 Investigate the various apps, did you notice any
differnces with microsoft products?

3

Cloud Computing and Computing History
How do you feel about using the cloud/computing history

★

How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

1

Keywords

★

Cloud desktop username password folder
File 100 percent sheet apps

2

★
★

All pupils can understand how to set up all
paswords/usernames(classroom and school network passwords and
where to save them.(level 1)
Understand the difference between cloud computing and desktop
computing(level 1)
Most pupils can use the hundred percent sheets for reference (Level 2)
Some pupils will be able to investigate the various apps and spot the
subtle differences with microsoft products(Level 3-5)

★

Extension 3: What did your Learn Today?

Learning Objective Evaluations
I understand

Delete text
and replace
with your
answer

Visual

I am still
unsure about

I do not
understand

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

What have I seen
that has helped
me learn?

Type any
question you
would like to ask

Auditory
What have I
heard that has
helped me
learn?

Kinaesthetic

What have I
done that has
helped me
learn?

Type Here

Type Here

8

Type Here

Lesson 2

Lesson 2
How do you feel about using google slides and google
drive?
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

1

All pupils will Understand the difference between using a toolbar in google slides
rather than the menu and uinderstand the advantages/disadvantages of it.(1)

★

All pupils know the difference between apps and desktop
software?

★

All pupils can understand and set their google drive folders and be able to use
the hundred percent sheets for reference (Level 1)
Most pupils will understand how to use google slides to a basic level and begin a
presentaion on Stonehenge and Charles Babbage using basic software
features.(1)
Some pupils will understand how to use google slides to a good level and
begin a presentaion on Stonehende and Charles Babbage using more advanced
software features.(2)

★

Keywords

Cloud desktop username password folder
File google drive toolbar

2

3

★

★

Task 1: Make a folder structure for all
your folders and files in google drive.
Use your 100 percent sheets.

Task 2: Use the 100 percent sheets to
make a presentation on Stonehenge
and Charles Babbage

Hint you will need a folder for all
subjects inside a year 7 folder

What skill level are you? yes/no next to them,

Level 1 skills
Inserting pictures
Shapes
Text boxes
Timeline of video
Changing background colour

Level 2 skills
Inserting video
Effective use of Animation
Effecftive use of themes

3
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

★
★

1

★

Keywords

Cloud desktop username password folder
File drive toolbar

2

Extension 3: What did your Learn Today?

★

All pupils will Understand the difference between using a toolbar in google slides
rather than the menu and uinderstand the advantages/disadvantages of it.(1)
All pupils can understand and set their google drive folders and be able to use
the hundred percent sheets for reference (Level 1)
Most pupils will understand how to use google slides to a basic level and begin a
presentaion on Stonehenge and Charles Babbage using basic software
features.(1)
Some pupils will understand how to use google slides to a good level and
begin a presentaion on Stonehende and Charles Babbage using more advanced
software features.(2)

Learning Objective Evaluations
I understand

Delete text
and replace
with your
answer

Visual

I am still
unsure about

I do not
understand

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

What have I seen
that has helped
me learn?

Type any
question you
would like to ask

Auditory
What have I
heard that has
helped me
learn?

Kinaesthetic

What have I
done that has
helped me
learn?

Type Here

Type Here

8

Type Here

Lesson 3

Lesson 3

3

Cloud Computing and Computing History
How do you feel about making a preentation for children ?
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

★

1
★

subtle picture clipart text colour whioe space
Keywords

2

★

All students Understand the difference between adult and child
presentations with the use of colour, pictures, text and white space(level
1-2)
Most pupils will understand how to use google slides to a good level
begin a presentaion on Stonehenge and Charles Babbage susing basic
software features.(1)
Some pupils will understand how to use google slides to a good level
and begin a presentaion on Stonehenge and Charles Babbage using
more advanced software features.(2)

Task 1: In google classroom
Use the 100 percent sheets to make a
presentation for a child on Stonehenge
and Charles Babbage
Timeline of video

Extension
You can also include other important
figures on the 100 percent sheet.

Cyberbullying

3

How do you feel about using Social Networks?
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

1
★

Keywords

Collaboration subtle picture clipart text colour
2
whioe space

Extension 3: What did your Learn Today?

Learning Objective Evaluations
I understand

Delete text
and replace
with your
answer

Visual

I am still
unsure about

I do not
understand

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

What have I seen
that has helped
me learn?

Type any
question you
would like to ask

Auditory
What have I
heard that has
helped me
learn?

Kinaesthetic

What have I
done that has
helped me
learn?

Type Here

Type Here

8

Type Here

Lesson 4-5

Lesson 4-5

Cloud Computing and Computing History
How do you feel about making a presentation in a group?
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

3
★
★

1
★

Collaboration planning speaking listening
Keywords

2

All pupils will understand what collaborative learning is and how they
can effectively plan their work.(Level 1)
Most pupils will understand how to use google slides to a good level
begin a presentation on Steve Jobs and Alan Turing using basic
software features.(1)
Some pupils will understand how to use google slides to a good level
and begin a presentation on Steve Jobs and Alan Turing using basic
software features.(2)

Task 1: In google classroom and in groups of 2
or more collaborate and give feedback -:
Share your presentation and give and recieve
feedback to help improve your work
Timeline of video

Extension
You can also include other important figures on
the 100 percent sheet.

Lesson 6-7

Lesson 6-7
Evaluation
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

★
★
★

Keywords

2

Success criteria

1

★

Audience, Purpose, Feedback, Critique, Evaluate,
Google sites, Layout, Colour scheme, Font Style

★

All students to be able to identify the audience and purpose (Level 1).
All students to be able to identify What they think is good and bad in their
presentation in relation to purpose and audience(Level 1).
Most students will peer assess their work and say what is good and about
it in relation to purpose and audience. (Level 2)
Some students to critically evaluate and identify improvements for their
presentation so that it is suitable for audience and purpose(level 2)
Some students to extensively compare their presentation to
professional presentations and justify detailed improvements to
their own(level 3-4)

Task1: Evaluate your website start off by filling in the map. 3
4 LINES

Who is your audience?

1

What is the purpose of your presentation?

>

8-20 LINES

5

2.

1.

2.

1.

8-16 LINES

>

4

2

Reasons why the
presentation is fit for
purpose and audience i.e
what is good about it?

3.

8-60 LINES

Comparing your presentation
to other presentations on the
same subject, how can you
improve yours to be better.

Feedback
peer
asseesment :
What good
feedback have
you had from
students/teach
ers?

3.

What bad Feedback did you get?

8-16 LINES

3
Improvements as a results
of para 2 and 3?

Reasons why the
presentation e is NOT fit
for purpose and audience
i.e what is good about it?

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Presentation Evaluation
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

Success criteria
★
★
★

Keywords

★

Audience, Purpose, Feedback, Critique, Evaluate,
Google sites, Layout, Colour scheme, Font Style

★

All students to be able to identify the audience and purpose (Level 1).
All students to be able to identify What they think is good and bad in their
presentation in relation to purpose and audience(Level 1).
Most students will peer assess their work and say what is good and about
it in relation to purpose and audience. (Level 2)
Some students to critically evaluate and identify improvements for their
presentation so that it is suitable for audience and purpose(level 2)
Some students to extensively compare their presentation to
professional presentations and justify detailed improvements to
their own(level 3-4)

Task 2: Write up your Evaluation, use the connectives map to develop your work.
As part of your
assessment for his unit
you are required to
write an Evaluation of
your website design
and skills you have
learnt in this unit.
Think about
★
★
★

What were your
successes?
What skills did
you learn?
What challenges
did you face?

Success criteria

Testing, Evaluating and Improving your presentation
How do you feel about this? 1-5 (1 - know lots, 5 - know nothing)
or an adjective (happy, sad, frightened etc)

★
★
★

Keywords

1

Audience, Purpose, Feedback, Critique, Evaluate,

★
★

All students to be able to identify the audience and purpose (Level 1).
All students to be able to identify What they think is good and bad in their
presentation in relation to purpose and audience(Level 1).
Most students will peer assess their work and say what is good and about
it in relation to purpose and audience. (Level 2)
Some students to critically evaluate and identify improvements for their
presentation so that it is suitable for audience and purpose(level 2)
Some students to extensively compare their presentation to
professional presentations and justify detailed improvements to
their own(level 3-4)

Task: Testing
Extension
: What
howdid
your
your
website
Learn is
Today?
viewed.

Your website could appear on a
mobile, tablet or large monitor. Using the preview tool to changeLearning
the view ofObjective
your site.
I understand
Delete text
and replace
with your
answer

Visual

Evaluations2

I am still
unsure about

I do not
understand

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

What have I seen
that has helped
me learn?

Type any
question you
would like to ask

Auditory
What have I
heard that has
helped me
learn?

Kinaesthetic

What have I
done that has
helped me
learn?

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here

Lesson 8 - test

